MEDIA KIT
WHO: Dr. Brent W. Davis, author of THE FLORAL HAND OF GOD: Secret
Healing Codes of Flowers Revealed, and Founder of FlorAlive.
Dr. Davis has helped thousands of people overcome grief, reduce stress,
strengthen relationships, and improve their life in many ways, by taking the
FlorAlive® UNCUT Flower™ essences he has developed. He is a licensed
chiropractor, a master herbalist, and homeopath.

WHAT: At the turn of the millennium Dr. Davis invented
FlorAlive®, the first and only patented, scientifically validated
flower essences worldwide. An entire section of his book is
devoted to the quantum science behind consciousness
transformation via FlorAlive®.
The following test results, produced by sophisticated scientific
equipment show how FlorAlive’s Freedom Flowers™ Blend
completely reduced (real time) the spikes indicating initial stress
in the patient being measured.
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From attracting more love and abundance to healing deep emotional blocks, the FlorAlive quantum
frequencies can do so much – quickly and easily. Many consumer testimonials can be seen on the
channel https://www.youtube.com/floralive

Dr Davis on horseback
with his support team,
riding deep into isolated
valleys in the high Andes
Mountains of Peru. This is
a rich area where he has
collected essences over
many years.

WORLDWIDE EXPEDITIONS
Several of Dr. Davis’ international adventures to discover rare flowers are described in his FLORAL
HAND OF GOD book. In several areas of the Peruvian High-Andes he is the only white person
allowed by the local shamans to work with flowers long-held secret in some of Peru’s most remote
and sacred locations.
CONTACT: Please call us at 1-800-274-3727 to speak with the Marketing Dept. or set up an
appointment with Dr. Davis.
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BOOK WEBSITE: http://www.thefloralhandofgod.com
FLOWER ESSENCES WEBSITE: https://www.floralive.com

Praise for THE FLORAL HAND OF GOD…
“The Floral Hand of God represents the most important advance in flower remedies since their
inception in modern times — perhaps the most scientifically validated homeopathic type approach
ever disclosed. More importantly, here are unique, safe ways to replace stress with health and
happiness.”
Dr. Norm Shealy, MD.,
Neurosurgeon, Author, Wellness Physician and pioneer in pain medicine

“All obstacles in life essentially stem from the loss of our native, deep-feeling state and the resulting
inability to creatively know as real what is channeled to us directly from the mind of God. That is
what confers upon us the greatest wisdom, as well as a vast power of positive manifestation.”
Quote from The Floral Hand of God

RADIO INTERVIEW BY LISA GARR OF THE AWARE
SHOW:
https://www.floralive.com/about-us/interview-lisa-garr
To get a quick introduction to the FlorAlive essences as
nature’s antidotes to emotional problems, please listen to this
interview of Dr. Davis by Lisa Garr.
In this interview, Dr. Davis describes how rare flowers act as antennas that focus and concentrate
positive energies. Furthermore, he explains why it is very important to avoid cutting the flowers used
to make healing essences (the standard practice in most flower essence companies), but rather
extract them while they are alive at their point of origin.
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ABOUT DR. BRENT A. DAVIS
Since the turn of the millennium, he has helped thousands of people overcome grief, reduce stress,
strengthen relationships, and improve their life in many ways, by taking the FlorAlive® UNCUT
Flower™ essences he has developed.
From the remote mountains and jungles of Peru to the plains of W. Australia to the San Juan
mountains of Colorado, Dr. Davis continues to be inspired to locate rare flowers worldwide that can
act as divine gifts to bring greater ease and joy to life, and assist in the evolution of humanity’s
consciousness.
Throughout his life, Dr. Davis has had a compelling interest in the world of medicinal plants. He has
focused especially on bringing to light both forgotten and new applications of master herbs as they
relate to use in general clinical practice.
In addition to being a licensed chiropractor in California and Tennessee, he has advanced postgraduate training in classical homeopathy and applied kinesiology, as well as solid core training in
numerous other natural diagnostic and therapeutic techniques. When he is not treating patients or
traveling on “floral adventures,” he lives on his organic herb farm in the center of the FlorAlive
Forest, 75 miles outside of Nashville.
Dr. Davis has collected and prepared herbs in the wild from around the world; clinically validated
their usefulness in holistic practice; brought lost herbs to the attention of the academic research
community; and co-authored two articles in prominent peer-reviewed scientific journals. He is the
author of Healing Herb Rapid Reference and The Floral Hand of God.
Dr. Davis has developed a streamlined new approach to flower essence administration that he now
teaches in workshops. This helps practitioners rapidly achieve transformational responses in
patients and clients by identifying the most appropriate uncut flower essences for each individual.
Practitioners are taught how to test clinically and demonstrate when undesired memories and beliefs
have successfully been removed by the FlorAlive® essences.
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5 REASONS WHY FLORALIVE IS DIFFERENT
Here’s how FlorAlive essences are different from those created by other flower-essence
organizations:


Optimal coherent state: They are prepared from UNCUT flowers and hence contain all the
plant’s healing frequencies in an optimally coherent state. Other flower essences are
prepared from cut flowers. As remarkable as it seems, the color, geometry, vitality, and
growth location of each distinct flower combine to form “frequencies.” Under the right
circumstances, these frequencies can “overwrite” and remove limiting thoughts, feelings,
emotions and beliefs imbedded in our subconscious/unconscious mind. The sabotaging
beliefs are often related to past occurrence of emotional or physical abuse or trauma.” The
right circumstances” manifest much more readily when the total information of the flower is
preserved and transmitted in a coherent state by the unique means of the patented UNCUT
flower™ process developed by FlorAlive® inventor and holistic practitioner, Dr. Brent W.
Davis. He believes that our Creator placed flowers on Earth for more than just beauty.
Flowers have the great healing possibility of displacing negative subconscious memories and
beliefs most people harbor, and can fill voids in us where we have emotional chasms.



Highly energized regions: The powerful flowers we use come from highly energized regions
around the world, often located in vortices where huge amounts of transformational
“information” enters and is absorbed by the flowers.



Clinical setting: The FlorAlive® essences are created out of a conceptual framework and in
a modern clinical setting where the potential of a flower to transform consciousness can be
tested in real time. This is done by utilizing the applied kinesiology procedure of selfreferential statement evaluation as well as other techniques which are part of the new field of
“energy psychology.” These developments did not exist in Dr. Bach’s time, and have just
recently been adapted by Dr. Davis to use in the development of FlorAlive® flower essences.



Patented process: Dr. Davis’s method is patented worldwide, and therefore, only FlorAlive
products can be created using uncut flowers.



Proprietary selector: Our proprietary essence selector guides your choice of flowers so that
you can transform limitations in the subconscious mind which are normally unidentifiable.
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QUESTIONS
1. Will you tell us a little about yourself and how you started on this journey of helping people
with the FlorAlive flower essences?
 How you started
 How you came up with the idea
 Exotic trips
2. How do the essences work?
 Nature’s antidote to sabotaging beliefs
 Quantum frequencies
 Transformation process
3. What are areas that FlorAlive really excels at?
 Stress reduction, grief, protection from negative energies
 Finding love (Ex: Helping women to stop attracting troubled men)
 Attracting abundance (Ex: Increasing the ability to receive and maximize potential)
 Emotional trauma
4. Many people know the Bach flower remedies. What makes the FlorAlive essences different?
 Uncut
 Power spots
 New 21st century energies to clear
5. And how about your new book The Floral Hand of God: Secret Healing Codes of Flowers
Revealed. What gave you the inspiration to write the book?
6. In your book you share a number of stories about visiting exotic places to find rare flowers.
Can you tell us more about your expedition in the High Andes in Peru?
7. In the book you also speak about flowers as “antennas.” Can you please elaborate on that?
PLEASE NOTE: We can supply more questions, if necessary, and the interview can be customized
to a specific need such as “Finding Your Soulmate,” “Attracting More Money,” “Clearing Deep. Dark
Emotional Blocks,” and so forth. Please call the Marketing Department for details.
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